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Manual abstract:
Leave the cover folded out while reading further. Contacts that are open are live. Have all the work carried out by authorised qualified personnel. The
Universal Mixing Valve Controller HM 80 is already assigned to the CM67RFMV at this set (no teach-in required). Room temperature control with and
without flow temperature sensor T7414C1012 · The HM 80 can also be used as a cooling regulator. The cooling function can be activated with the parameter
6:HC (refer to the parameter list). Return of power supply After a return of power supply the mixing valve first travels to the position CLOSED and then
travels back to its position. After a return of power supply the pump runs for at least the set pump coasting time. With the Chronotherm CM67RFMV the
desired room temperature setpoint values can be set using a time program so that the room/rooms is/are only heated at the specified time. With the
individually adjustable day and week programs and the holiday button considerable heating energy can be saved while retaining a high degree of comfort.
The CM67RFMV communicates with the HM 80 and can be installed simply and rapidly due to the wireless communication. If the HM 80 does not receive
any radio signal for more than 3 hours from the CM67RFMV, the LED flashes (9/1 On/Off). If the room temperature actual value fails, the value does not fall
below the minimum inlet temperature setpoint. @@@@@@@@The inlet temperature setpoint is calculated from the room temperature setpoint and the
actual value deviation. If this is not the case, the mixing valve is opened and closed again.
The pump is off during forced operation. If this is not the case, a forced operation of 5 minutes is activated. While the respective end position
(OPEN/CLOSED) is being approached, the mixing valve is activated with a multiple of the runtime in order to ensure that the end position is reached. The
time display and the day marking start to flash in order to indicate the possible modification. press the indicated.
+ or - button until the correct time is The time is adjusted faster if the button is kept pressed. The room temperature setpoint can be set in 10minute steps
starting from 03:00 in the morning. The room temperature setpoint can be adjusted until 02:50 in the following morning so that you can set the night time
until beyond midnight. If you press the button + and the next room temperature setpoint number 2 flashes in the display, this means that the room temperature
setpoint 2 is set forward if you continue to press the button +. Each pressing of a button adjusts the time by one minute and ends the flashing of the display.
The time is adjusted faster if the button is kept pressed. 7 button until the day marking is positioned on the right day (day 1 is Monday). The value is adjusted
faster if the button is kept pressed. Press the button PROG 2 in order to set the second room temperature setpoint and temperature for Monday. The factory
default program works with six room temperature setpoints that are shown in the display with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
The remaining temperature switching times for Monday can be selected by pressing the buttons PROG 3, 4, 5 and 6 and set using the buttons + or - and
TEMP or TEMP . The CM67RFMV regulates the room temperature to the factory default program. If you do not want to use all the temperature switching
times, please read the section "Deactivating room temperature setpoints". Press the button COPY DAY, in order to copy the Monday program to Tuesday. In
order to set several days of the week to the same program, press the button COPY DAY several times. press the button DAY 1. 7 in order to move the day
marking to Tuesday (day 2). the program for Tuesday can now be set. The programs for Wednesday (day 3) to Sunday (day 7) can be set by the same method
by using the button DAY 1. 7.
When you have set the heating program for all the weekdays, move the slide switch to AUTO position. The first room temperature setpoint and the
temperature values for the Monday program are displayed (the two small arrows in the display are only displayed if the programmed temperature value is
displayed). - in order to set the first room The factory default program works with six temperature switching times which are shown in the display with the
PROG 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. In order to deactivate switching times that are not required, press the corresponding button (PROG 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6) for a few
seconds. The switching time is deleted and dashes are displayed instead of time and temperature.
In order to reactivate the deleted room temperature setpoints, press the corresponding buttons (PROG 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6) for a few seconds. In order to delete
the DAY OFF function for the following day, press the button twice or move the slide switch. The current room temperature is displayed during normal
operation. The programmed temperature with the two small arrows is displayed. Temporary changes to the room temperature setpoint In order to delete the
DAY OFF function, press the button once more or move the slide switch.
@@An additional flashing day marking shows the day of return. @@@@@@The value is adjusted faster if the button is kept pressed.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@Press the housing towards the wall until it snaps into place (2). @@Lift the housing from the wall (2).
@@According to the DECT standard amounts to at least 1 m. @@@@@@@@@@If necessary, insert wall plugs. Installation should therefore be carried
out in an open room. A minimum distance of 30 cm from any metal objects and distribution boxes is to be observed and a minimum distance of 1 m from other
electrical devices such as radio, TV, etc. Contacts that are open are live. Have all the work carried out by authorised qualified personnel.
Secure the cables with the enclosed Eurofix cable glands in accordance with the following graphic. Contacts that are open are live. Touch an earthed piece of
metal to discharge static electricity from your body. Select a suitable cable in accordance with Table 2 for the power supply. Connect the earthed connection
(PE conductor) in accordance with the following graphic. Connect the pump in accordance with the following graphic (see the fold-out page, Fig. 2): LED
LED 1 (red) LED 2 (green) LED 3 (green) LED 4 (red) Display Lights up Lights up Lights up Lights up Meaning Mixing valve opens Mixing valve closes
Pump switched on Flow temperature sensor is short-circuited or wire break (mixing valve closes) No device installed Radio connection interrupted for more
than 3 hours If the room temperature setpoint fails, the system continues to function with 20 °C for heating and 26 °C for cooling. If the room temperature
actual value fails, the value does not fall below the minimum inlet setpoint (frost protection). Teach-in mode Radio transmission Reception signal: 5 times
flashing: Excellent 1 times flashing: Sufficient Connect the mixing valve in accordance with the following graphics (see the fold-out page, Fig. Connect the
flow temperature sensor in accordance with the following graphic (see the foldout page, Fig.
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The sets HMC 80 and HMC 82 are supplied preconfigured: The room temperature controller HM 80) is already assigned to the Chronotherm CM67RFMV
(no teach-in required). Fold the front cover upwards in order to make the battery compartment accessible. remove the battery compartment by lifting the flap
at the lower right-hand cover. Remove the paper strips in order to activate the supplied LR6AA (alkaline) batteries and slide the battery compartment hard
back into the device. Use the buttons TEMP to change the and TEMP factory settings.
When the new value has been saved, the display stops flashing. Press the button + or in order to move to the next parameter. Adapt the further settings in
installation mode in accordance with the table on Page 31. press the button PROG 2 in order to set Parameters 621 (see the parameter table , Page 31). In
order to exit the installation mode move the slide switch to the position AUTO or MAN.
After 3 minutes a time-out is carried out at the HM 80. Depending on the heat requirement of the installed rooms the relay module HC60NG/R6660D controls
the heat generator as a function of the valve setting. Press the button at the relay module HC60NG/R6660D for 5 seconds in order to activate the mode. The
relay module HC60NG/R6660D is switched on and off depending on the room temperature setpoint/actual value. Recognition of the flow temperature sensor
takes place automatically as soon as a sensor is connected. If the flow temperature sensor is no longer required, the HM 80 has to be returned to the state of
delivery (see "Note to installer", Page 27) and then assigned again to the CM67RFMV operating device (see "Assigning the Chronotherm CM67RFMV to the
HM 80 (teach-in, only at individual devices)", Page 26). Use the button TEMP to set the room temperature setpoint to 30 °C. Use the button TEMP to set the
room temperature setpoint to 5 °C. the mixing valve has to react within 3 minutes. LED 2 lights up green (mixing valve CLOSED).
In installation mode, parameters can be adapted in order to set the application in accordance with the customer requirements. @@@@@@@@ the device
shows the text Test in the display and sends test signals to the receiver for a maximum of 10 minutes. When a test signal is received, LED 4 flashes red. LED 4
indicates the strength of the received signtemp. Verwijder het batterijcompartiment en plaats het correct op de CM67RFMV Vervang de batterijen indien
nodig Verwijder het batterijcompartiment en plaats het correct op de CM67RFMV Als het symbool na een paar minuten niet verdwijnt, contacteer uw
installateur. Hereby declares that this device complies with the basic requirements and other relevant regulations of guideline 1999/5/EC. The declaration of
conformity of the product can be requested from the manufacturer. Note to non-EU countries: This product may only be used if operation in the 868 MHz
frequency band is permissible. .
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